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stream. If it were merely a question of keeping a certain
amount of blood from reaching the right side of the heart
until it had time to right itself, then a ligature round one or
both thighs would serve the purpose more effectually. The
whole of the venous blood is in direct communication with
the right side of the heart, and the low resistance in the
arterioles enables any depletion to be quickly replaced from
the arteries, so blood abtracted in these cases can only act by
diminishing the total amount in circulation.
So much for Dr. MeNamara's references to anatomy.

Regarding the children who "were living in the vitiated
atmosphere of small, overcrowded rooms," these two re-
coveries must have afforded him a great amount of moral
satisfaction, seeing that he had " never before seen children
similarly eircumstanced recover from the condition in which
I found them." But in future I would advise him to put
such cases in the best room in the house or send them to
hospital.
Anent this subject, I have recently had a long letter from

my friend and teacher, Sir W. T. Gairdner, to whose very
cautious and historic article on the Treatment of Pneumonia,
puiblished in the Practitioner of January, I900, I have now
much pleasure in drawing attention. Sir William says in
his letter: "1 am, however, still of opinion that there is a
legitimate field for blood-letting in pneumonia, could one
venture to disregard the conventional and too negative aspect
of modern treatment."

I can cordially endorse tllis statement, but I think the
field is a very narrow one-and in this I believe I am echoing
Sir William Gairdner's views-and should be limited to the
first forty eight hours from the onset of the disease in those
exceptionally sthenic cases where there is high arterial
tension. Of course great caution should be exercised to
avoid any serious loss of blood, especially where there may
be a feeble or fatty right ventricle, as such conditions are apt
to lead to puilmonary oedema.-I am, etc.,
Liverpool, Feb. ist. JAMES BARR.

LUMBAGO.
SIR,-In the interesting letters which have appeared on

this subject, only one calls for a remark from me.
Dr. Edgeworth, in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL for
January30th,-expresses a difficulty in conceiving that the
muscle-fibres within the spindle share the general contraction
of the muscle, because they seem to receive no motor nerve.
But in every fibre the contraction procpeds along the nerve-
less part of it from the nerve ending.. The upper part of the
sartorius of the frog is said to be devoid of nerves but con-
tracts with the rest, the contraction of the fibres passing
along them. In the fibre within the muscle spindle the con-
traction may pass into it from both above and below. Thus
the absence of motor nerves is not the difficulty it at first
seems to be.

I may add tbat the second of the cases of "brachial
neuralgia" recorded by Dr. Distin, in the number of the
JOURNAL in which my lecture appeared, is instructive. It
is, I think, an illustration of the aid to discernment afforded
by the conception of "fibrositis" as the pathological basis of
such a conditionas is described.-I-am. ete.,
London, W., Feb. i6th. WILLIAM R. GOWERS.

PROHIBITION OF DISPENSING BY DOCTORS.
Sim,-In the present condition of the medical profession,

the general practitioner will commit moral suicide unless he
most vigorously organizes to resist any and all legislation to
limit or prohibit his power to dispense.

I cannot say I was ever a needy practitioner, as unfortu-
nately I know many of my medical friends to have been, and
in some cases still are, but I honestly admit that had I been
pro6hibi%ted from dispensing my own medicines I should
quickly have become one. My practice, which I held from
1871 t, I896, and which my father had worked from 184I, was
a very wide one, and ten miles from any town or chemist.
Not only-would the inconvenience to patients have been in-
surmountable had they by law been debarred from obtaining
their medicines from us, but our pecuniary loss would have
been very considerable. We calculated the profits on our dis-
peesinggpaid the cost of all drugs, a dispenser, and all the
expenses of a stable which was as well known in the hunting
field as at our patients' doors. If sueh was the importance
of dispensing in a really first-class practice, what will be the
loss of it to the struggling practitioner? It would mean abso-
lute ruin.

It is all very well for a certain class of consultant to preach
of the dignity of the profession, but does that class ?roctise
what it preaches? Talking with men in general prsctice T
so often am told: "Things have altered since your day. iFn
your day, as you tell us, you could trust your consnultant;
nowadays we generally canniot. Patients now so often 'steal
away and see a consultant without our knowledge, and the
consultant, having the excuse of their not having bPen sent
by a medical man, anneixes them and treats them as if he
were the family attendant, and often at reduced fees.' If we
do send them for an opinion we often only get an acknoti-
ledgement, and our patients are seized bodily and sent into
'homes,' and that now not limited to cases for operation,'
but in many instances the medical cases are similarly cosn-
fiscated, and so we lose what we justly 'should have-the
general care of the case.,"
Now, this means one of two things: either thoseconsultants'

ideas of ethics are absolutely dishonest, 'or, if on the staff of a
teaching hospital, they admit their teachihg is so baddthat
they cannot trust those they profess to teach and in attempt-
ing which they lhave risen to the position of consultants.

I am an idle man, and will gladly receive the names of any
general practitioners who think as I do, and get up meetings
in London, Liverpool, Birmingham, Bristol, etc., to organize
locally in order that pressure may.be put on members of
Parliament to prevent so scandaloius an injustice.-I am,
etc.,

l-lolne Chase, Bletchlcy, Bucks, Feb. 14th. P. B. GILEs.

SIR,-" L.R.C.P. " is well within the mark when he asserts
that the prohibition of dispensing by doctors would mean
"I the absolute ruini of hundreds of hard-working, conscientious
medical men wvho attend the poorer section of the com-.
munity." Such men already have hard work to keep.their
heads above water in the competition with medical inDtitJU-
tions, prescribing chemists, etc., and the immediate result
of such a change would be the transference of about 50 per
cent. of their practice to such competitors. Let the so-called
" leaders of the profession," wlho, we are told, are introducing
this tyrannical measure on the grounds that it is beneathi
the dignity of the profession to dispense medicine, I e warned
betimes, lest they discover too late that they have played the
part of traitors and betrayers of tleir less fortunate, but
perhaps not less deserving, fellows.
For my part, I consider it an open question wlhether a man

whose only relationi to drugs is the writing of preseriptions
is as likely to prove suc-cessful in his trOatment of disease as
one who is in daily touch witlh the remedies themselves.
There are many wlho share my opinion. Still, the trend of
evolution in these matters seems to be in the direction of. a
division of labour, and accordingly the: time -will perhaps
come when doctors pvill have ceased todispense'and chemiets
to prescribe. But there is nothing to Rbe gained ald venry.
much to be lost by an attempt to crudely forestall this result
by legislation. In fact, the contemplated injustice-con-
fiscation would be a more suitable word-is sao flagrant that
in my opinion the Medical Defence IJnion should intervene
to protect the interests of the majority now menaced by the
fanatical interference of a few officious busybodies. 1 am,
etc.,
Fceruaiy 13tll. SUBSCRIBER TO THE 2S.D.U.

SIR,-I have followed with interest the di,scussion on the
suggested prohibition of dispensing on the part of mxiedieal
practitioners. 1 frankly admit that I do not see how a' PYo-
hibitory measure can be carried intQ 'effect at the'pre'sent
stage. A reasonable time shouldat'least-be'allowed' for theb
evolution of opinion and in order to allow medical men who
dispense to set their practices in order before they can be ex-x
pected to concur in the new arrangement.
-Nevertheless the object wllich prohibition has ir view is, I

believe, in the best interests alike of the public and' of the
medical profession. The question is not a purely financial
one, but it is noteworthy that tlhe opponents of the proVosed
reform have discussed it almost exclusivOly from thiO stand-
point. They express fear that patients wili be unwilling to
pay both practition r and chemist, that they will be6driven' to
have recourse to' hospitals, dispensaries, and preectibing
chemists, and that the last mentioned class will flourish more
than it ever has. I- confess that' to me these objections
appear to have little value. TI particular'asso the'first my
experienice in prescribing lhas been almost; entirely to-the
contrary effect. t
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